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Abstract 1 

 An essential part of nondestructive testing and experimental modeling of waveguides is the 2 

decomposition of propagating wave patterns. The traveling wave ratio is a measure of partial reflections 3 

assisting in quantifying the pureness of a single traveling wave from a power flow perspective. This paper 4 

expands the notion of traveling wave ratio for multimode systems and outlines several schemes capable of 5 

decomposing the waves into their different traveling modes while quantifying their traveling and standing 6 

proportions individually. A method to strike an optimal balance between increasing model order and to 7 

maintain low uncertainty is proposed. An experimental study performed on an acoustic wave tube, which 8 

utilizes the various methods while assessing their accuracy and performance, is reported. The results 9 

described here emphasize the importance of including additional propagating modes. In addition, the 10 

results illustrate the capability of using the recursive multichannel least-mean-squares method for both a 11 

fast decomposition and as a basis to formulate closed-loop schemes controlling the wave’s propagation 12 

patterns. 13 

Graphical abstract 14 

 15 
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1. Introduction 

 The analysis of continuum dynamics using a basis of traveling waves has been employed in various 

fields. Few notable examples are Acoustic, Elastic, Electromagnetic, Optics, and Quantum mechanics. 

While the simple models of propagation give rise to a single propagating mode, a realistic model results 

in several simultaneous propagating modes. Thus, multiple modes can exist at the entire frequency range 

[1,2] or, in some cases, only above the so-called cutoff frequency [3]. 

 Acoustic wave tubes such as the impedance tube, standing wave tube, and pulse tube, play an important 

role in the conduction of nondestructive testing (NDT) of acoustic properties [4,5]. The wave tube is 

composed of a hollow elastic cylinder and is filled with the required fluid. Normally, as part of the analysis, 

the propagating pressure wave is decomposed into the forward and backward traveling wave under the 

assumptions of a single and planar propagating mode [6]. In reality, an acoustic wave tube that contains a 

compressible fluid surrounded by an elastic enclosure gives rise to dispersion relation describing multiple 

propagation modes (referred to as multimode propagation [1]) at all frequencies [1,7]. This is true for air-

filled wave tubes [8] and liquid-filled wave tubes [2,9], where the coupling is stronger. In addition, when 

considering air-filled tubes, it is common to neglect the propagation attenuation factor since it was found 

to be much smaller than the boundaries’ attenuation [8,10]. The latter is no longer necessarily true for 

liquid-fluid wave tubes where nonnegligible propagation attenuation usually takes place. Thus, resulting 

in complex modal wavenumbers [9,11,12] for the propagating modes. 

 Each of the propagating mode branches of the dispersion relation is the outcome of a different energy 

conveying mechanism [13], whose contribution to the total transfer of energy can be quantified by using 

the modal power ratio [14]. The modal power ratio for fluid-filled acoustic waveguides was previously 

employed to describe the pressure distribution along straight cylindrical acoustic waveguides [14], curved 

acoustic waveguides [15], and straight axisymmetric general cross-section acoustic waveguides [16].    
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 The standing wave ratio (SWR) [17] and traveling wave ratio (TWR) [18,19] have been used to quantify 

the direction and purity of the propagating mode for the single-mode scenarios and to identify the acoustic 

impedance in a standing wave tube [20]. The power ratio and the TWR are closely related [21]; thus, either 

one can be used to quantify the fraction of propagating energy in each conveying mechanism. In a wave 

control application, TWR is preferred over SWR because the former is always finite and thus more suitable 

for real-time control [18]. 

 Traveling wave control schemes [22] are mostly developed based on a single propagating mode in each 

propagation direction. The existing control schemes were developed and applied for many elastic and 

acoustic waveguides such as the cases of 1D beams [23–25], lumped flexible systems [26–28], systems 

governed by the 1D wave equation [18,28,29], and systems governed by the 2D wave equation[30–32]. As 

discussed in [18], the open-looped model is highly sensitive to model uncertainties; therefore, the traveling 

wave’s experimental identification approach is crucial for reasonable control. The decomposition of a 

single traveling wave into its forward and backward components was done previously, both in a batch 

mode [18,24,33] and recursively [17,21], and is now a standard analysis tool. A multimode full wave 

decomposition was suggested in [34,35] when a rigid boundary tube was considered. 

 In a previous work [36], the generalization of the TWR to the multimode scenario was used to control 

the TWR of the principal acoustic mode [1] by using a batch-based identification procedure. The present 

work develops a generalization of the TWR using a projection of the pressure wave onto the modal wave 

function basis and outlines tools enabling recursive and fast identification of each modal TWR. Four 

methods to identify the TWR in the multimode scenario are outlined: the first, a batch multichannel least-

squares (MC-LS) method; the second, a recursive multichannel recursive-least-squares (MC-RLS) [37] 

method; the third a recursive multichannel least-mean-squares (MC-LMS) method [37]; the fourth, an 

extended recursive synchronous demodulation method [38]. While the first three methods are model-based 

and rely on the knowledge of the dispersion relation of all propagating modes, the fourth method relies on 
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the dispersion relation of a single-mode but is limited by the number and distribution of sensors. The 

dispersion relation can be modeled analytically [2,7,9], numerically [39,40], or experimentally [8].  

 Least-squares (LS) is a conventional method and tool for the model-based identification technique [41]. 

An extensive introduction to the method and its generalization is found in [42]. A thorough error analysis 

of the LS method using parameter perturbations was given by Björck [43]. The recursive formulation of 

the LS problem and other model-based methods for active control are also common knowledge nowadays. 

A fundamental reference on recursive adaptive estimation and control is [44], serving as a guideline to the 

present work. The number of propagating modes is not known a priori; therefore, there is a need to avoid 

overfitting [42] to minimize errors. Overfitting can be avoided by employing an L-curved analysis [45,46] 

to choose the correct model-order (number of propagating modes). 

 Described in this work is a numerical and experimental study of state-of-the-art modeling techniques for 

recursive modal decomposition in an acoustic wave tube. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 

presents and discusses the fundamental work of Del Grosso [1] to introduce the concept of multimode 

propagation. Section 3.1 introduces the TWR based on the rigid wall assumption. Section 3.2 generalizes 

the TWR by projecting the pressure wave onto the modal wave basis based on the elastic acoustic wave 

tube model. Section 4 outlines methods to experimentally identify the modal TWR (MC-LS, MC-RLS, 

MC-LMS, synchronous demodulation), subsection 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 includes a discussion concerning the 

possible error sources in the model inversion and outlines requirements on sensor positioning. Section 5 

presents a sensitivity-based analysis chart to avoid overfitting and choose the model order. Section 6 

presents a numerical comparison between the methods. Section 7 presents the experimentally obtained 

results, subsection 7.1 describes the experimental air-filled acoustic wave tube, subsection 7.2 presents the 

experimentally sensitivity-based analysis, subsection 7.3 depicts the method comparison using 

experimentally obtained data, and subsection 7.4 presents a comparison between the batch MC-LS and the 

recursive MC-LMS based on the modal TWR contour maps. The main conclusions of this paper are 

summarized in Section 8.   
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2. Motivation – multimode propagation in an acoustic wave tube 

 

Fig. 1 – (a) Model of a coupled acoustic-elastic wave tube similar to the one used for NDT of acoustical 

properties. (b) A cross-section model of a coupled acoustic-elastic waveguide used for dispersion analysis. 

 Acoustic wave tube, illustrated in Fig. 1a, is a common experimental system to conduct NDT of acoustic 

properties for different materials and environments; a comprehensive review about their use and method 

of operation can be found in [6]. The use of a representative physical model composed of forward and 

backward traveling waves is the heart of the different evaluation methods. Most methods neglect the 

acoustic-elastic coupling by employing a rigid boundary condition model for the elastic tube. The rigid 

boundary model results in a single nondispersive planar propagating mode up to the first cut-off frequency 

[3]. On the other hand, models that incorporate the acoustic-elastic coupling give rise to a rich, multimode 

dispersion relation, as is shown here for the case of a 3D axisymmetric model. The governing equations 

for the axisymmetric acoustic-elastic waveguide model at any cross-section are [1,47] 
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where b and d denote the inner and outer radius of the waveguide (tube),  is the acoustic velocity potential 

function [1], and   and  are the scalar potential and azimuthal element of the vector potential of the 

elastic displacement field used in the Helmholtz decomposition 𝐮 = ∇ϑ + ∇ × (0, 𝜓𝜃, 0) [47]. c1 denotes 

the intrinsic speed of sound in the fluid, 𝑐𝑐 = √(2𝜇 + 𝜆)/𝜌𝑠 and 𝑐𝑠 = √𝜇/𝜌𝑠 denote the velocities of 

longitudinal and transverse waves in the solid. s denotes the solid density, and  and  are the Lamé 

parameters of the solid medium. The axially symmetric potential solutions of Eq. (1)–(3) are [1, Eq. (23)] 

  
( ) ( )( )2 2

0 0 1 0 0exp im m mJ k k r t k z  = − −
, (4) 

  
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )2 2 2 2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0exp im c m m c m mA J k k r B Y k k r t k z = − + − −
, (5) 

  
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )2 2 2 2

0 1 0 0 1 0 0exp im s m m s m mC J k k r D Y k k r t k z = − + − −
, (6) 

for angular frequency , modal wavenumber k0m, mediums wavenumbers k1, kc, and ks which are defined 

by the ratio 𝜔/𝑐∘, where ∘ stands for either 1, c, or s accordingly. Also, Jn and Yn are the nth order Bessel 

function of the first kind and second kind. The constants 0m, A0m, B0m, C0m, and D0m are obtained from the 

boundary conditions: fluid pressure equals normal radial stress at the inner radii of the solid; fluid radial 

normal velocity equals that of the solid at the inner radii; zero solid radial shear stress at inner radii; zero 

solid radial shear stress at outer radii; zero solid radial normal stress at the outer radii. Note that the +i𝜔𝑡 

convention is used contrary to Del-Grosso [1], use of −𝑖𝜔𝑡, leading to the change in the exponential sign. 

By substituting the axially symmetric potential of Eq. (4)–(6), a homogenous linear system of equations 

can be written for the 5 constants, taking the matrix determinant yields the frequency-dependent dispersion 

equation in the modal wavenumber k0m [2, Eq.(5)]. The characteristic equation’s real zeros are the 

propagating modes' axial wavenumbers (their complex counterparts are the evanescent modes’ 

wavenumbers). Fig. 2 presents the analytically computed dispersion curve of an air-filled wave tube used 

as part of this research based on the parameters provided in Table 1.  
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Table 1– List of properties and their values of the wave tube used for the analytical derivation and the 

experimental modal decomposition. 

Property Symbol Value, units 

Air density 1 1.1839, kg m–3 

Air intrinsic speed of sound c1 346.13, m s–1  

PMMA density s  1220, kg m–3 

PMMA Lamé’s first parameter  3557, MPa 

PMMA Lamé’s second parameter  1123, MPa 

Tube length L 2.011, m 

Tube inner radii b 0.042, m 

Tube outer radii d 0.045, m 

 

Fig. 2 – (color online) Analytical dispersion curves of an axisymmetrical acoustic waveguide. 

 Each branch (line) of the dispersion curve is associated with a different propagating mode and therefore 

acts as different energy conveying mechanism [16]. It can be seen that at all frequencies, at least two 

propagating modes exist; at higher frequencies, additional modes begin to propagate. Each of these 
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frequencies is the cut–off frequency of the associated mode. Similar to the discussion in [1], it is noted that 

the number of real zeros of the characteristic equation is finite in the axisymmetric case. This leads to the 

conclusion that at every frequency, there is a finite number of propagating modes. The other, infinite 

number of complex zeros are associated with evanescent modes.  The dispersion curves presented in Fig. 

2 do not include all energy conveying mechanisms since the model neglects non-axisymmetric modes that 

exist in reality. A full analytical model of the 3D waveguide dispersion relation can be found in [7]. In 

which additional propagation modes are predicted in the low-frequency region. Still, the axisymmetric 

model [1] discussed here can still predict that several modes propagate at all frequencies and that the 

number of propagating modes is finite.  

 In a previous paper [8], the experimental identification of the dispersion curves of the wave tube in use 

here was conducted using the two-actuator phase-perturbations (TAPP) method resulting in a strong 

agreement with both the axisymmetric analytical model of  [1] (which is presented above) and the flexural 

beam deflection model of a circular cross-section Timoshenko’s beam [47,48]. Therefore, the need to 

decompose the measured pressure field into all propagating modes, which affect the accuracy from an 

energy perspective, is crucial to the success of acoustical NDT methods.  

3. Traveling wave ratio 

 The traveling wave ratio is a scalar measure of the propagating versus circulating energies ratio [21]. It 

serves as a basis for quantifying these proportions on a realistic, physical model as outlined below. 

3.1 Background – single-mode propagation  

 When considering the case of an axisymmetric acoustic wave tube and modeling the elastic tube as a 

rigid boundary, the general solution of the fluid velocity potential of Eq. (4) holds, but the boundary 

condition in this case becomes 

( )2 2

1 1 00 0m

r b

J k k b
r =


=  − =

 , (7) 
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which defines the characteristic equation of the waveguide whose zeros are the modal wavenumbers, k0m. 

Since 𝑘0𝑚 = 𝑘1 is a zero of the characteristic equation with a constant radial distribution (𝐽0(0) = 1). It 

follows that the principal acoustic mode, in this case, is a planar traveling wave. This is also the only real 

solution until the first cut-off frequency, defined by  

0,2

,2 1
2

cf c
b




=

, (8) 

where n,m represents the mth zero of 𝐽𝑛
′ . Therefore, the pressure field can be expressed, up to this frequency 

as a one-dimensional wave by means of the D’Alembert solution [49] 

( ) ( ) ( ) , Re , ,p z t P z t P z t + + − −= +
. (9) 

Here 𝑃+
 and 𝑃− denote the forward and backward propagating wave amplitude, accordingly, and 𝜂± 

denotes the forward and backward traveling wave functions 

( ) ( )( ), exp iz t t kz  =
.  (10) 

The dispersion relation, in this case, is linear 𝜔 = 𝑐1𝑘. Which is referred to as a non-dispersive wave where 

both the group and phase velocities are kept constants as a function of angular frequency (wavenumber). 

 The Standing Wave Ratio [17] of the pressure wave is thus defined as  

SWR
P P

P P

+ −

+ −

+


− . (11) 

Since the SWR is unbounded when approaching a pure standing wave, a more usable quantification may 

be found in the Traveling Wave Ratio (TWR) [19] 

1TWR 1 SWR 1
P P

P P

+ −

−

+ −

−
 − = −

+ . (12) 

The TWR represents the ratio between the standing waves, and the total maximal amplitude of the 

combined traveling and standing waves, which best suits traveling wave optimization procedures as 
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TWR=0 means a pure traveling wave while TWR=1 a pure standing one. The sign of the numerator 

argument defines the traveling wave’s direction of propagation 

( )dir 1sign P P+ − − = 
, (13) 

a positive sign means a forward traveling wave and vice-versa. 

 Thus, for the planar single-mode scenario, the TWR can and has been used to model the dynamic and 

control it [30]. In the more realistic case of multimode propagation, as presented in the motivation section, 

the presented definition of the TWR is not usable, and a rigorous generalization is needed.  

3.2 Traveling wave ratio generalization for a multimode scenario 

 In this subsection, the generalized, multimode case of the TWR is presented.  By considering the case of 

a multimode propagation that is predicted by the analytical solution of the elastic acoustic waveguide, 

several waves having different wavenumbers arise. In this case, the model of Eq. (9) is no longer adequate, 

and the solution needs to be decomposed into a modal summation [1,33], via 

( ) ( )
1

, , , , , ,nm

n m

p r z t p r z t 
 

=− =

=  
, (14) 

( ) ( ) ( )  ( ) ( ) ( ), , , Re , , , , ,nm nm nm nm nm nm nm nmp r z t g r z t z t P z t P z t     + + − −=  +
. (15) 

Here pnm represents the propagation mode, 𝜂𝑛𝑚 the modal wave, n and m denotes the azimuthal and radial 

mode order respectively,  z denotes the wave propagation direction as before, and r and  are the cross-

section polar coordinates. gnm stands for the cross-section amplitude modulation function. For circular 

waveguide  

( ) ( )2 21
, in

nm n d nm

nm

g r J k k r e
E

 = −
,  (16) 

where kd is the associated medium wavenumber of each potential function as defined in the motivation 

section, and 𝐸𝑛𝑚 = (2𝜋 ∫ 𝐽𝑛 (√𝑘𝑑
2 − 𝑘𝑛𝑚

2  𝑟) 𝐽𝑛
∗ (√𝑘𝑑

2 − 𝑘𝑛𝑚
2  𝑟) 𝑟𝑑𝑟

𝑏

0
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1/2

 is the normalization factor. 
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 Similar to the discussion in the previous section, if a rigid tube boundary condition is considered, then 

𝑔(𝑟, 𝜃) = 𝐽𝑛(𝜉𝑛𝑚𝑟/𝑏)𝑒𝑖𝑛𝜃, where, as before, nm represents the mth zero of 𝐽𝑛
′ . The modal wavenumber in 

this case is 𝑘𝑛𝑚 = √𝑘1
2 − (𝜉𝑛𝑚/𝑏)2. 

 Note that if only propagating, non-decaying modes are considered, the summation of Eq. (14) is over a 

finite number of modes as shown for the axisymmetric case (n=0) in Section 2 and in [7,9] for the general 

case. Each of the traveling waves, 𝜂𝑛𝑚
± , takes the form of Eq.(10), with the relevant wavenumber, k, 

assigned to the modal wavenumber, knm. As discussed before the relation of each dispersion branch relates 

the modal wavenumber, knm, to the angular frequency    

 The set of cross-section modulation functions of Eq. (14), 𝑔𝑛𝑚, form a finite basis of the pressure thus 

one may find the projection on all modal waves simultaneously by solving [1] 

1 1 1 1 1 1
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n N
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N N N

p g g g g g g g

p g g g

p g g g







     
     
     
     =
     
     
     

    

. (17) 

The inner product is defined over the inner tube cross-section 

( ) ( )*

0
, , ,

b

f g f r g r rdrd



  

−
=   , (18) 

For brevity, all the admissible mode order pairs are denoted using only subscript n. Thus, the pressure field 

can be decomposed into its modal waves which, are indicators of different energy propagation 

mechanisms. 

 Thus, by projecting the pressure field of (14) using Eq. (17) to extract the modal waves, 𝜂𝑛, one can 

define the modal traveling wave ratio, TWRn, and modal traveling direction, dir𝑛 = ±1, of each modal 

wave similarly to the single propagating mode case as 

( )TWR 1 , dir sign
n n

n n n n

n n

P P
P P

P P

+ −

+ −

+ −

−
 −  −

+ .                (19) 
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Fig. 3 – (color online) Illustration of the decomposition procedure for the modal traveling wave ratio. The 

left pressure map shows the measured pressure, which results from the combination of the two propagating 

modes shown in the right pressure maps; each map is characterized by the modal TWR and dir presented 

in Eq. (19). The local pressure level is color-coded, neutral (green) stands for zero, warm (red) for positive, 

cold (blue) for negative pressure fluctuations.  

 Fig. 3 illustrates the advantage of using wave decomposition and producing the modal TWR. The left 

pressure map, which is the simulated experiment raw measured one, does not provide a complete picture 

of the propagation phenomena. Therefore, by decomposing the two propagating modes (pressure maps on 

the right), it can be seen that the first mode (top) is a pure standing wave (TWR1 = 1), while the second is 

a pure backward propagating traveling wave (TWR2 = 0, dir2 = −1). Thus, the modal TWR enables one 

to achieve a better understanding of the propagating phenomena.  

4. Decomposition and identification of the modal traveling wave ratio 

 From the illustrated example shown in Fig. 3, it proves advantageous to be able to decompose 

propagating waves into the physical basis (modes) and quantify each one of them using the modal TWR. 

Several methods for the experimental modal traveling wave decomposition are outlined in this section. 

The methods can be applied to the finite-length waveguide dealt with here in the multimode propagation 
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scenario under the following assumptions: (i) S sensors are located along the propagation direction, z, their 

axial locations are denoted as zs, and they share the same position in each axial cross-section (r, ). (ii) All 

sensors are sampled simultaneously, where Fs and Δ𝑡 = Fs
−1  denote the sampling frequency and time 

accordingly. (iii) The dispersion relation of all modes are known, either from analytical models [1,2] or 

obtained experimentally [8]. (iv) Propagation attenuation is negligible compared to that at the boundaries 

[8].  

 Due to assumption (i), the radial and azimuthal dependency contribution is eliminated, at the cost of 

losing flexural order’s detectability. The pressure wave sampled at location zs and at time tr=rt, r=0,1,… 

is therefore given as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )i i

1 1

,0, , ,0 , ,0 r n s r n s

N N
t k z t k z

s r n n s r n n n

n n

p b z t g b z t g b P e P e
   


− ++ −

= =

= = + 
. (20) 

The multiplication of each modal wave by a constant does not affect the calculation of the modal TWR or 

its direction, which is the current effort's purpose. Consequently, these constants can be absorbed into the 

waves’ amplitudes. 

 By using a Cartesian representation for each wave amplitudes 

i , in n n n n nP a b P c d+ −= + = +
, (21) 

each propagating mode can be written as a vector product 

( ) ,, n

n s r r s np z t = h w
. (22) 

In which h denotes the wave basis function vector evaluated at the s sensor and r time-step 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), cos sin cos sinn

r s r n s r n s r n s r n st k z t k z t k z t k z    = − − + + h
, (23) 

and wn denotes the modal wave constant vector 

 
T

n n n n na b c d= − −w
. (24) 

Once wn is obtained, the corresponding modal TWR can be computed as 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2

1 2 3 4
TWR 1

1 2 3 4

n n n n

n

n n n n

+ − +
= −

+ + +

w w w w

w w w w , (25) 

and the modal traveling wave direction can be decided from  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )2 2 2 2dir sign 1 2 3 4n n n n n= + − +w w w w
, (26) 

where wn(j) denotes the jth element of the vector wn whose coefficients describe the nth modal propagating 

wave. Having identified each mode’s wave parameter vector is equivalent to the identification of its modal 

TWR. 

 Under assumption (iv), the model presented above is accurate when dissipation in the propagation can 

be negligible, i.e., when the fluid is modeled as a lossless media. This assumption may be used if the liquid 

viscosity is small compared to the boundary attenuation effects [8]. One may include attenuation effects 

by the use of a complex wavenumber [9,11] 𝑘𝑛 = 𝛾𝑛 − 𝑖𝛼𝑛, which will alter Eq. (23) to the following form 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), cos sin cos sinn s n sz zn

r s r n s r n s r n s r n st z t z e t z t z e
        −    = − − + +    

h
. (27) 

 Thus assumption (iv) is not necessary, but from the analysis presented in [8] and as will be shown here, 

when the fluid under consideration is air, propagation-related attenuation can be neglected without 

introducing noticeable inaccuracies, and the assumption (iv) holds. 

4.1 Multichannel least-squares method  

 The experimental setup requirements in terms of sensor placement and the model for the model-based 

methods are outlined in this section. Under the assumptions presented at the beginning of section 4, by 

denoting the pressure measurement of a sensor located at the position zs at a sampled time r as pr,s, given 

the time history of a batch at r=1,…, R sampled times, and for the s=1,…, S sensors, the modal coefficient 

vector can be identified by solving the following linear least-squares problem  

2
min −

W
Y AW

. (28) 
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Here Y stands for the measured data vector measured from all sensors. A is the model matrix of dimensions 

𝑅𝑆 × 4𝑁, composed of an assembly of  𝐡𝑟,𝑠
𝑛  for each sensor and mode, which is built on the basis of the 

physical modeling, and W denotes the linear coefficient vector that defines the various wave amplitudes 

and modal TWR, their full description can be found in Appendix  A.  

 A solution Ŵ  to the minimization problem Eq. (28) can be found by ([42]) 

†ˆ =W A Y
, (29) 

where 𝐀† is the left pseudoinverse of A, which is computed by known decomposition methods [42]. The 

solution is unique as long as A is uniquely left invertible, i.e., it has full column rank (rank(𝐀) = 4𝑁) 

[42].  

4.1.1 Error analysis of the model inversion via least-squares  

When considering the wave decomposition, errors that arise due to noise, uncertainties in geometrical 

dimensions, sensor spacing, and physical model uncertainties [33] should be accounted for. In this 

subsection, the solution’s existence and accuracy are investigated based on perturbation of the matrix linear 

system of Eq (29). 

Equation (22) can be written as the multiplication of a temporal and spectral matrix as: 

( )  , cos sinn s r r r ns np z t t t = M Θ
, (30) 

where Mns denotes the modal spatial matrix incorporating the sensors’ placement,  

cos 0 0 sin

0 cos sin 0

n s n s

ns

n s n s

k z k z

k z k z

 
=  

 
M

, (31) 

and the transformed amplitude vector n is defined by the following transformation 

1 0 1 0

0 1 0 1

1 0 1 0

0 1 0 1

n n

    
    

    
=  −   

    
−     

Θ w
. (32) 
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Here, the elements of the transformed modal amplitude vector are denoted as 

 
T

n cn cn sn snA B B AΘ
. (33) 

The measured pressure at sensor s at all given times can be derived by using the finite modal summation 

( )  , cos sins sp z  =t t t M Θ
, (34) 

where the matrix Ms is composed of the modal spatial matrices and  is the 4𝑁 × 1 transformed modal 

amplitude vector of all modes. Multiplying Eq. (34) by the generalized left inverse temporal matrix gives 

( )
( )

cos

sin

,

,

s

s s

s
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, (35) 

where Pcos and Psin are the real Fourier coefficients of the pressure signal measured at each sensor. 

Concatenating all sensors’ models and the real Fourier coefficients in a similar manner leads to the 

augmented model 

     
2 4 4 1 2 1S N N S  

=M Θ P
. (36) 

Thus, one can identify the Fourier coefficients, and subsequently, the modal wave constants can be found. 

For M to be uniquely left invertible, it has to have a full column rank, which requires that the row dimension 

be equal or larger to that of the columns. Therefore, there is a need for at least 4N linearly independent 

rows. This condition is satisfied if there are at least 2N sensors and as long as the requirement for sensor 

placement is fulfilled, i.e., not all sensors are separated by an integer multiplication of half-wavelength. If 

the latter does not stand, it is guaranteed that at least two columns of M will be linearly dependent.  

The modal amplitudes’ error bounds are investigated via a perturbation analysis of the identified modal 

amplitude vector to uncertainties in the model and measured data. The modal amplitudes perturbation norm 

is bounded by [43]:  
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in which 𝛿 denotes the perturbation, 휀𝐌 ≥ ‖𝛿𝐌‖2/‖𝐌‖2, and 휀𝐏 ≥ ‖𝛿𝐏‖2/‖𝐏‖2 are the upper bound on 

the normalized perturbation of M and P, and cond(𝐌) = ‖𝐌‖2‖𝐌† ‖
2
 denotes the condition number. To 

keep the modal amplitude vector perturbation small, the following condition should hold: cond(𝐌) ≈ 1, 

‖𝐌‖2 ≥ 1, 휀𝐩 ≪ 1, and 휀𝐌 ≪ 1. If the first condition is satisfied, the second one is automatically satisfied 

by the definition of the condition number. A comparison between this condition and the classical separation 

distance of [50–52] is given in appendix B for the case of single-mode and 2 sensors. 

In this work, the stepped sine excitation was used, which ensures that the error in the identification of the 

Fourier’s coefficients 휀𝐏 is kept as small as required [53].  The last condition is satisfied as long as the 

wavenumbers and sensors’ position are known up to a reasonable engineering tolerance, as is shown in the 

example of section 4.1.2. The sensors’ placements dictate the condition number of the matrix, and therefore 

it is of special importance. 

 In [35], an optimization procedure was introduced to minimize the model matrix condition number for a 

wide frequency range. In this research, the sensors were placed such that at 3000 Hz, the condition number 

is kept small for all models discussed in the following sections. This was achieved by combining separation 

distances of 0.1 and 0.15 m between the sensors. Moreover, since each sensor may abrupt the waveform 

and give rise to boundary effects, the sensors are located far away from each other. Therefore, the sensors’ 

placement does not obey the rule that was suggested for the two-microphone impedance tube by [50–52]. 

Since a full dispersion model is fitted, spatial aliasing does not occur. The advantage of placing each pair 

of sensors in less than half-wavelength is not clear in the multichannel model inversion and is not adapted 

in this work. Multichannel allows one to minimize the model matrix condition matrix at a large frequency 

region, as shown in [35]. Moreover, it allows one to include additional modes to the physical model, as 

discussed here. Therefore, it is concluded that the multichannel approach is crucial to a successful 

decomposition of the pressure wave in the case of multimode propagation.  
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4.1.2 Error analysis for model uncertainties in the experimental system 

The effect of uncertainty in geometrical dimensions and wavelength on 휀𝐌 were evaluated numerically 

using a Monte-Carlo statistical test. The model on which these tests are carried out is shown in the 

following sections, both in simulations and experiments. Eleven sensors are placed in their nominal 

locations, as given in Table 2. A model of 3 propagating modes (which will be discussed in section 5) is 

used. Each nominal sensor position is perturbed using stochastic parameters with a standard deviation 𝜎𝑝 = 

0.5 mm similar to the assumption used in [51]. Another stochastic parameter is used to determines the 

uncertainty of each wavenumber. The total standard deviation of the wavelength, 𝜎𝑘 , was set to 0%, 0.5%, 

and 1% with respect to the nominal values. The Monte-Carlo test was run 100,000 times, and the histogram 

for each case of 휀𝐌 is given in Fig. 4.  

 

Fig. 4 – (color online) Histogram of the model matrix normalized perturbation results based on a 

randomized Monte-Carlo test. Sensor positioning standard deviation, 𝜎𝑝, and wavenumber uncertainties 

standard deviations, 𝜎𝑘, are given in legend for each histogram. 

The histograms emphasize the importance of an accurate dispersion model. The uncertainties in 

geometrical dimensions do not cause a large error, as long as the wavenumbers are exact. This can be seen 

from the 2 cases where the microphone positioning is deterministic, and only wavenumbers uncertainties 

are considered, which are shown in Fig. 4 in gray and yellow (color online). For both of these cases, the 
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histograms are almost covered by these of the same 𝜎𝑘 and 𝜎𝑝 = 0.5 mm (red in front of gray and magenta 

in front of yellow).  

4.2 Multichannel recursive-least-squares method 

 In the cases where either batch measurement is not available or that the inversion of the full model matrix 

A is computationally unfeasible, Eq. (28) minimization problem can be solved by employing the MC-RLS 

method [37]. The MC-RLS method requires an initialization of the weight vector, W0, and the information 

matrix, P0, which is commonly chosen to be the identity matrix multiplied by a constant scalar, and a 

prechosen scalar forgetting factor  . It is assumed that the new samples, pr,s, are measured 

simultaneously from all sensors at times tr. The modal wave amplitudes and TWR can be identified by 

using the traveling wave basis matrix 

1
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=  
 
 

h h

H

h h
, (38) 

as the multichannel filtered-reference matrix (V(n) in [37, Eq. (20)]), following the schematic given in [37, 

Eq. (23)-(25)] for the rth step, which can be found in Appendix C. 

4.3 Multichannel least-mean-squares method  

 Although the RLS method is known to converge faster than the LMS method, in the case of multichannel, 

the need to invert an 𝑆 × 𝑆 matrix arises at every time step of the RLS algorithm [37]. Thus, it is preferable 

to use the LMS method, especially in the case of a high sampling rate on fixed-point hardware (FPGA, for 

example). The MC-LMS method [37] requires initialization of the weight vector, W0, and a prechosen, 

small, scalar constant step size . The MC-LMS algorithm for the rth step schematic is given in [37, Eq. 

(11)–(13)], where again the traveling wave basis matrix Hr is used instead of the filtered-reference matrix 

and is also outlined in Appendix D. 
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 The MC-LMS method requires a significantly lower computational effort than the MC-RLS method and 

can, therefore, be implemented in real-time on a digital processor. The modal traveling wave amplitudes 

and modal TWR for each of the participating modes can be monitored in real-time. 

4.4 Synchronous demodulation method  

 All three estimation methods described above result in an identification error if only a partial propagation 

model is used, i.e., some of the propagating modes are omitted (as shown in Section 5). To overcome this 

deficiency, the use of a modified synchronous detection method is proposed. The method uses a nonlinear 

filter of the following form; consider the signal presented in Eq. (14) under the cross-section sensor 

location assumption (i), it can be written by using an axial-dependent amplitude of temporal Cosine and 

Sine functions [17], as shown in Eq. (35) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), cos sin, cos sins r s r s r s rp z t p P z t P z t  = +
, (39) 

where Pcos and Psin are in-phase and in-quadrature, respectively. The synchronous demodulation [38] can 

be used to extract the in-phase and in-quadrature components of a signal with a known angular frequency 

by multiplying the signal with Cosine and Sine and filtering high harmonics 
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( )
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( )cos
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2 LPF ,
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P z t
p z t

P z t





     
=        

      , (40) 

in which LPF stands for a real-time low-pass filter with no static gain. Equation. (40) can be implemented 

directly every time a new measurement is acquired. The amplitudes Pcos and Psin are both a linear 

combination of the complex modal amplitude and can be expanded in such a summation, as shown in  

Eq. (34). To extract a single element from the transformed modal amplitude vector, introduced in  

Eq. (33), spatial synchronous demodulation can be applied subsequently to the temporal synchronous 

demodulation 
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The discrete nature of the LPF is enforced by the use of a finite number of samples and discrete locations 

of sensors. The modal traveling wave amplitudes and the modal TWR of the participating modes can be 

computed from Acn, Bcn, Asn, and Bsn by using the transformation defined in Eq. (32). 

 

Fig. 5 – Synchronous demodulation method block diagram. Bold lines denote vectors, and the 

multiplication of vectors is defined element-wise. z denotes the sensor position vector, and the two tall 

blocks represent the temporal and spatial low-pass filters. The outcome is the modal parameter vectors. 

 A schematic block diagram of the synchronous demodulation method is presented in Fig. 5. The 

measured pressure signals are passed through the temporal synchronous demodulation to identify the 

Fourier’s coefficients. Then, the Fourier’s coefficient vector is passed through the spatial synchronous 

demodulation to identify the modal wave amplitudes. Note the difference between the two LPF operations, 

while the temporal block represents 2S channels that are being updated simultaneously at sampling times, 
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the spatial block represents four vectorized channels which are memoryless, meaning that the maximal 

filter order is equal to the number of sensors. As shown in Fig. 5 and the above discussion, the synchronous 

demodulation can be used to decompose and identify only the nth mode modal amplitudes and modal TWR 

without considering additional modes. The method’s downfall lies in the need to use a spatial LPF, which 

is limited by the sensors' number and spatial distribution.  

5. Sensitivity based analysis to choose the model-order  

 The number of modes to be included in the wave model of Eq. (14) is not known a priori. Therefore, a 

sensitivity analysis [45], should be carried out to avoid overfitting [42]. A simulation was created, and on 

its basis, the proposed sensitivity analysis and its merits are discussed. The simulation was based on a 

simulated measurement signal (Eq. (14)), which was created using three propagating modes summation 

(the two asymmetrical modes and a third flexural mode) at an excitation frequency of 3000 Hz. The 

simulated signal was measured at 11 locations along the z-axis at the inner tube radius at the same azimuthal 

angle. A normally distributed measurement noise model was added to all sensors with a prechosen signal 

to noise ratio (SNR). The numerical values used in the sensitivity analysis simulation were chosen based 

on the experimental system properties and measurements and are provided in Table 2, in which the modes 

are ordered from the most to the least dominant. Note the modal amplitude ratios between the dominant 

(first) mode and each of the other mode absolute amplitudes, which may intuitively lead to the (wrong) 

conclusion that the secondary modes may be neglected from the physical model. A model that includes 

four modes is also considered to evaluate the overfitting effect. Since the simulated signal did not include 

the fourth mode, its modal amplitudes are considered zeros, as shown in Table 2. 

 The waves’ complex amplitudes are identified using the MC-LS method, where each time, one additional 

mode was added to the model. The sensitivity of the parameters was analyzed using the condition number 

of the model matrix A, which is an indicator of the sensitivity to small perturbations of the used model 

[42]; the estimated scaled residual norm  
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where r̂  denotes the estimated residual and Ŵ  is computed from Eq. (29); and the normalized amplitude 

error 
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in which ˆ
nP

 are the estimated complex amplitudes of the nth mode computed by using Ŵ , Eq. (24), and 

Eq. (21).  

Table 2 – Numerical values used for the analysis of Sec. 5-7 

Property Value, units 

Sampling frequency 250, kHz 

Excitation frequency 3000, Hz 

Number of cycles 100 

Signal to Noise Ratio 5 (Sec. 5) / ∞ (Sec. 6) 

Modal wavenumbers (54.8189,12.1459,21.4010,16.3615), rad/m 

Forward modal amplitudes (0.0392-0.0207i,0.0041-0.0038i ,0.0023-0.0021i,0) 

Backward modal amplitudes (0.0283+0.0444i,-0.0010+0.0148i,0.0011-0.0023i,0) 

Sensors z positions 

(0.3995,0.5016,0.6019,0.7019,0.8521,1.0031,…       

 1.1512,1.3003,1.4008,1.5015,1.6020), m 
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Fig. 6– Simulation normalized residual histogram. Each subplot represents the residual when including the 

following number of modes in the estimation model: (a) – 1 mode. (b) – 2 modes.  

(c) – 3 modes. (d) – 4 modes. 

 Fig. 6 depicts the normalized residual histogram, r/max(||Y||), when 1 to 4 modes are included in the 

fitted model. Note that the single-mode model histogram (a) differs from the other three but still seems to 

have an uncorrelated zero mean nature. The differences between the other three histograms (b, c, and d) 

are not as notable and do not contribute towards the effort of determining the proper model order. Since 

the noise level observation is not informative enough to determine the model order, the need to observe 

the change in another, measurable parameter arises. The estimation’s primary goal is to identify the wave 

complex amplitudes correctly; in other words, one wishes to minimize the normalized amplitude error of 

a prechosen mode, which is not known a priori. Moreover, when analytical models are used, small 

perturbations of the models are to be expected. Therefore, if it were possible, one would wish to follow the 

change in the normalized amplitude error versus the sensitivity of the model to perturbations, which, as 

discussed in section 4.4.1 (Eq. (37)) is highly dependent on the model matrix condition number, as a 

function of the model order.      
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Fig. 7 – (color online) Sensitivity analysis simulation results, showing the model matrix’s condition number 

versus normalized amplitude error (Eq. (43)). Numbers represent the number of modes (Eq. (20)) included 

in the fitted model (Eq. (28)). Each subplot (a), (b), or (c) is related to the normalized amplitude error of 

the associated mode: (a) – Dominant mode. (b) – Second dominant mode. (c) – Least dominant mode. 

 Fig. 7 shows the effect of adding each of the four modes to the model on the condition number and on 

the normalized estimation amplitude error of the particular mode. Clearly, as can be deduced from Fig.6a, 

fitting a single-mode model results in a relative error of 15% in the amplitude of this very mode. On the 

other hand, adding 2,3, and 4 modes to the model creates a clear preferred order when three-modes seem 

to reduce the fit error without making the model greatly uncertain, as reflected by the sudden increase in 

condition number upon increasing from 3 to 4 modes in the model. The sudden increase in the condition 

number is due to the overfitted model; the simulation measured signal was obtained using only the first 

three modes. Thus, it can be seen that while overfitting will not greatly affect the normalized amplitude 

error, its effect on the numerical conditioning is nonnegligible and can result in an inaccurate estimation 

due to large uncertainties of the identified parameters as outlined in section 4.1.1.  

 The importance of observing both parameters: the model matrix’s condition number and the normalized 

amplitude error parameters together, is clarified. Upon adding a second mode, the dominant mode’s fit 
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error is reduced by a factor of 3 to about 5%, while including four modes doubles the model matrix’s 

condition number, thus the sensitivity, without a noticeable effect on the normalized error. 

Fig. 6(a) shows the importance of including the correct amount of modes even in the case where only the 

dominant mode is to be identified; although the dominant mode amplitude is four times larger than that of 

the second, neglecting additional modes results in a nonnegligible error in the identification. 

 When considering the more realistic case, in which the exact values are not known and the normalized 

amplitude error cannot be calculated. A similar approach is proposed by observing the change in the 

estimated scaled residual norm versus the model matrix’s condition number, as a function of the model 

order, which can be seen in Fig. 8.   

 

Fig. 8 – Sensitivity analysis simulation result, model matrix’s condition number versus estimated scaled 

residual norm (Eq. (42)). Numbers represent the number of modes (Eq. (20)) that are used in the model 

(Eq. (28)). 

 Fig. 8 shows the L-shape-like behavior [45] of adding additional parameters to the LS estimation, from 

which the optimal number of modes to include can be determined. From this analysis, one can conclude to 

include three-modes in the model since it resides close to the L-curved “corner” [45,46]. In the current 

simulation, the two-modes model also resides near the “corner”. This is due to the large amplitude ratio 
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between the dominant and the third modes (17/1), which is smaller than the chosen SNR. Still, from the 

analysis done based on this discussion and Fig. 8 L-curved behavior, the three-modes model is chosen in 

this case, which corresponds to the correct number of modes used in the simulated signal. 

 The sensitivity analysis done here applies to the three model-based least-squares methods introduced 

above; the LS, LMS, and RLS statistical similarities were shown previously in [41].  

6. Simulated comparison between outlined methods  

 A numerical comparison between the four outlined methods was performed using the numerical 

parameters that are provided in Table 2.  A model that simulated three modes in the acquired signal, already 

used in the previous section, is analyzed here, this time without added noise. Fig. 9 shows the results of 

the simulation-based identified modal TWR for the batch MC-LS method and the three recursive methods. 

Both model-based recursive methods, MC-RLS and MC-LMS, converged to the batch LS solution for each 

of the three modes, which is accurate in the absence of noise. The synchronous demodulation was only 

able to correctly identify the modal TWR associated with the first and third modes. This is due to spatial 

filter design, which includes a dynamical passband up to the spatial cutoff frequency. For this reason, for 

the given sensor configuration, the spatial LPF could not reduce the magnitude of the double harmonics 

[38] of the second mode as required in Eq. (41) , resulting in a biased estimation.  
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Fig. 9 – (color online) Modal TWR identification simulation results of the outlined methods.  

LS denotes the MC-LS solution. Each y-axis is bound between 0 to 1. T denotes the simulated signal 

period. Legend: Dot markers (black) – MC-LS. Solid line (blue) – MC-RLS. Dashed line (red) – MC-

LMS. Squares markers (orange) – Synchronous demodulation.  

 Note that the MC-RLS converges simultaneously to all modal TWR once sufficient data is collected for 

the noiseless simulation. Based on the discussion presented in Sec. 4.1.1, one can show that the MC-RLS 

in the absence of noise convergence time is equal to the number of modes used in the model. On the other 

hand, the MC-LMS convergence rate is slower and differs between each of the modes. The MC-LMS 

convergence rate speed can be associated with the mode’s dominancy; the convergence rate is faster for 

the more dominant mode. 

 The difference in convergence time between the model-based methods arises from these methods’ nature, 

especially when noise is negligible. This is since the MC-LMS step-size is tuned at the initialization step 

for the worst-case scenario, while the MC-RLS step-size is being updated at each step. The MC-LMS 

convergence time is faster for more dominant modes, from the results shown in Fig. 9, the MC-LMS 

converges to the most dominant mode in under a cycle. Thus, if the goal is to identify the dominant (first) 

mode TWR accurately, the MC-LMS is preferred over the MC-RLS due to its ease of implementation and 

low computational cost.   
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7. Experimental study 

 The four methods outlined in Sec. 4 were analyzed and compared on an experimental PMMA air-filled 

wave tube. The comparison was conducted at an excitation frequency of 3000 Hz. In [8], five different 

dispersion branches were identified at the surrounding frequency region; two of them were identified as 

the axisymmetric modes, the third was identified as the Timoshenko’s flexural mode the remaining two 

were not analytically identified. Not all five modes were identified at all frequencies considered in [8], 

emphasizing the need for a model order decision test as suggested above. The section opens with a 

description of the experimental system followed by a sensitivity analysis of the number of modes on the 

MC-LS method (similar to that of Sec. 5). Then the simulation discussed in Sec. 6 is done on the 

experimentally acquired signals. Finally, the experimental identified modal TWR results of the recursive 

MC-LMS method implemented on a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) in real-time are compared 

both qualitatively and quantitatively with these of the batch MC-LS method applied to signals measured 

using a NI©  data-acquisition device.     

7.1 Experimental system layout 

 Fig. 10 presents a photo of the experimental air-filled wave tube. The tube length is 2 m, and the outer 

diameter is 0.09 m. It is made from PMMA. A 3", 4 , and two 60 W Dayton Audio© PC83-4 loudspeaker 

is connected to both ends of the wave tube. Eleven 9.7 mm diameter omnidirectional Adafruit© Max9814 

microphones are placed along the tube’s inner surface at 𝜃 = 0. All microphones were calibrated to reduce 

amplitude and phase mismatch between them. A current amplifier drives the loudspeakers to eliminate the 

effect of electrical impedance coupling with the acoustic field.   
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Fig. 10 – Experimental system: an air-filled PMMA cylindrical tube with two Dayton Audio© PC83-4 

loudspeakers at each end and eleven Adafruit© Max9814 microphones along the tube axis. 

In Table 1, the experimental setup properties are presented. The air density, 1, and intrinsic speed of sound, 

c1, were calculated for a temperature of 25 °C and pressure of 101325 Pa. The PMMA density, s, and 

Lamé parameters  and  were estimated from a set of preliminary experiments.  

 The batch data used in Sec. 7.2-4 were sampled using a NI© PXIe-6358 data acquisition device and two 

BNC-2110 connector blocks with 16 analog input channels and a 250 kHz sampling frequency. The 

recursive MC-LMS was implemented on a dSpace© DS 1005 computation node connected to two DS5203 

FPGA boards with 16 analog input channels and an internal clock of 100 MHz that is also used to sample 

the identified modal TWR at a 10 kHz sampling frequency. The acoustic tube’s dispersion curves were 

identified using the two-actuator phase-perturbations (TAPP) method [8] using a similar setup to the one 

described here and the NI© data acquisition module.    

7.2 Multichannel least-squares sensitivity analysis  

 In the dispersion curves identification phase [8], a total of five propagating modes were identified in the 

neighboring frequency range. To avoid overfitting and choose the number of modes to include in the TWR 

identification phase, a sensitivity-based analysis procedure, similar to the one presented in Sec. 5, was 

carried out.   

 The last 100 cycles of each microphone’s measured signal were used in the sensitivity analysis; the 

analysis was done using the raw signals where the only filter used is a DC removal high-pass filter to 

account for the DC-biased voltage outputs of the microphones. 
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 Fig. 11 depicts the experiment normalized residual histogram, r/max(||Y||), when one to four modes are 

used in the fitted model. The fifth mode was not considered since its wavenumber is almost identical to 

the third mode one. This indicates that the third and fifth wavenumbers differ due to split caused by an 

imperfect circular cross-section; in the discussed sensor placement, the model cannot separate them. Future 

work should consider adding azimuthal variance between the sensors similar to the setup used in [35] if 

the modes are to be separable. All four histograms of Fig. 11 have a similar nature. The single-mode model 

histogram (a) has a higher peak and a wider distribution. As discussed in Sec. 5, it is clear from Fig. 11, 

the normalized residual by itself cannot provide a clear indication for the number of modes to include in 

the model.  

 

Fig. 11 – Experiment normalized residual histogram. Each subplot represents the residual when including 

the following number of modes in the estimation model: (a) – 1 mode. (b) – 2 modes. 

(c) – 3 modes. (d) – 4 modes. 
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Fig. 12 – Sensitivity analysis experimental result, model matrix’s condition number versus estimated scaled 

residual norm (Eq. (42)). Numbers represent the number of modes (Eq. (20)) that are used in the model 

(Eq. (28)). 

 Fig. 12 shows the sensitivity analysis introduced in Sec. 5 performed on the experimentally measured 

signals from the 11 microphones. The L-shape-like behavior [45,46] is noticeable, and the behavior seems 

to agree strongly with that of the simulation sensitivity analysis presented in Fig. 8. The resemblance 

between the simulated and experimental results, Fig. 8 and Fig. 12, can be accounted for by the physical 

parameters’ accuracy; these can be found in Table 2. The main difference between the simulated and 

experimentally measured signals is that in the simulated signal, the “exact” parameter values and the noise 

model are known a priori. 

 It should be noted that in both the experimental result (Fig. 12) and the simulated one (Fig. 8), the 

addition of a fourth mode to the model caused a reduction in the estimated scaled residual norm. Still, the 

fourth mode’s addition has a significant effect on the model matrix’s condition number; it affects the 

sensitivity to perturbations greatly [42].  Using the L-shape “corner” location, it is concluded that only the 

first three modes contribute to the acoustic wave-phenomena at this excitation frequency [45].  
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Fig. 13 – (color online) Experimentally measured signal (solid lines) at each sensor and fitted signal (dot 

markers) using a three-mode model as an input of the MC-LS method. T denotes the excitation signal 

period time. 

 Fig. 13 shows the experimentally measured signals of each microphone and the fitted signal based on 

the modal model of Eq. (22). The decomposition of the modes was done using a 3-mode model and the 

batch MC-LS method.  Clearly, the curve-fitting seems adequate. 

 From this sensitivity analysis done on the experimentally measured signals, it was concluded that only 

three modes would be included in the model-based method when decomposing to propagating modes and 

identifying each mode modal TWR as presented in the following subsections. 

7.3 Offline numerical comparison of the four methods based on experimentally measured data 

 To compare the outlined methods (Sec. 4), an offline recursive procedure was realized similarly to that 

presented in Sec. 6. The input data to the recursive procedure was obtained experimentally from the air-

filled acoustic wave tube (Fig. 10), using the NI© board with a similar configuration to the one detailed at 

the beginning of the previous subsection (Sec. 7.2). The recursive numerical procedure was run offline 

using Matlab©, where all model-based methods used the three-modes model as was concluded from the 

experimentally obtained data sensitivity analysis. 
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Fig. 14 – (color online) Modal TWR identification experimental results of the four outlined methods.  

LS denotes the MC-LS solution. Each y-axis is bound between 0 to 1. T denotes the excitation signal 

period. Legend: Dot markers (black) – MC-LS. Solid lines (blue) – MC-RLS. Dashed lines (red) – MC-

LMS. Squares marker (orange) – Synchronous demodulation.  

 Fig. 14 shows the three identified modal TWR; similarly to the simulation base analysis (Sec. 6), both 

the MC-RLS and the MC-LMS converged to the least-squares solution for all three modes, and the 

synchronous demodulation did not converge for the second mode modal TWR. The main difference 

between the experimentally based analysis (Fig. 14) and the simulated one (Fig. 9) is the presence of noise, 

which has a significant effect on the MC-RLS convergence time, while its effect on the MC-LMS is less 

obvious. Thus, when noise is nonnegligible, its magnitude affects the MC-RLS convergence rate 

advantage, diminishing its advantage, particularly when the computational effort is considered. The latter 

becomes especially important when implemented on an FPGA. For the MC-LMS, the noise affects the 

convergence of the weaker modes, but as shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 9, the MC-LMS converges to the 

dominant mode modal TWR in under a cycle. The synchronous demodulation’s behavior presented, as 

shown in Fig. 14, is similar to the one of the simulation-based analysis presented in  

Fig. 9. The presence of noise and its effect on the LPF output is clearly visible, causing weak oscillations 

around the mean steady-state identified modal TWR. 
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7.4 Comparison between recursive multichannel least-mean-squares and batch multichannel  

least-squares methods 

 The recursive MC-LMS was implemented using the two dSpace© DS5203 FPGA boards. A comparison 

between the batch MC-LS and the recursive MC-LMS experimentally produced identified modal TWR 

contour maps [18,24], scanned for excitation frequency of 3000 Hz, was conducted. These maps show the 

effect of amplitude ratio and phase difference of the two loudspeakers (see Fig.10) on the TWR. Clearly, 

the ratio of traveling and standing waves varies for specific combinations, and the TWR produces this 

information [18]. 

 Fig. 15 depicts the modal TWR maps results for both methods, left column for the batch MC-LS and 

right column for the recursive MC-LMS, and for each of the three modes used in the model, top and bottom 

rows present the results for the most and least dominant modes accordingly. The blue (online) lines of each 

contour represent the traveling wave regions (TWR=0), while the red lines represent the standing wave 

region (TWR=1). Note that at the phase shift region of interest, there are two traveling wave regions for 

each mode. One of them corresponds to the forward and the other to the backward traveling waves. 
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Fig. 15 – (color online) MC-LS and MC-LMS TWRn contours comparison at 3000 Hz versus loudspeakers 

amplitude ratio, Ar, and phase shift, , color represent the modal TWRn values: Blue – 0. 

Red – 1. (a), (c), and (e) – MC-LS results for the first, second, and third dominant modes. 

 (b), (d), and (f) – MC-LMS results for the first, second, and third dominant modes.  

 From the modal TWR, the propagation pattern is clear, and if it is desired to convey energy in a chosen 

direction (TWR=0) or suppress it (TWR=1), it can be done by tuning one of the loudspeakers amplitude 

and phase relative to the other to achieve the desired modal TWR.  The MC-LS obtained contour maps 

show two anomalies, the first near 𝐴𝑟 = 0.9 and Δ𝜑 = 30∘, the second at 𝐴𝑟 = 1.5 and all phase shifts. 

These are due to the experimental nature of the identification process. The first may be accounted for by 

some high-level correlated noise at the frequency of the experiments (external noise); the second anomaly 
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is more subtle, and it may be associated with a small variation in the resistivity of the sensors as a function 

of time.    

 When comparing the two methods, one can note that the dominant (first) mode two maps (Fig. 15a and 

Fig. 15b) are qualitatively almost identical. When comparing the less dominant modes, the MC-LMS 

modal TWR contours exhibit some distortions, but in principle, one identifies the different regions of the 

modal TWR (standing, traveling). This may be due to the numerical truncation caused by the finite number 

of bits in the FPGA realization and due to the finite settling time given for the method at each amplitude 

ratio and phase shift. The modal TWR contours were also quantitively compared using the relative error 

norm 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( )
,MC-LS ,MC-LMS

,MC-LS f

, ,1

# # ,

n r n r

n

r n r

TWR A TWR A

A TWR A

 


 

 − 


  , (44) 

where Ar and   denote the amplitude ratio and phase shift of the loudspeakers, # denotes the number of 

elements scanned for each of them, and ∥ ∥f denotes the matrix Frobenius norm. The following results are 

obtained when applying Eq. (44) to the identified contours of Fig. 15: 

1 2 30.08%, 0.64%, 0.83%  = = =
. (45) 

 The relative error norms of each mode show quantitively the same behavior of its qualitative counterpart 

discussed above. Moreover, the ratios between the dominant mode’s relative error norm and each of the 

less dominant modes are smaller than their associated amplitude ratios. Although 휀2 and 휀3 are only one 

order of magnitude larger than 휀1 their contour maps seem to have large distortion, but by using a 

smoothening filter (interpolation), the nature of the modal TWR of these maps can easily be retrieved, as 

shown in Fig. 15. Thus, the MC-LMS may be used for the real-time identification of the modal TWR and 

modal amplitudes of all modes. 

 A more sophisticated LMS algorithm can be used. The interested reader is referred to [44] chapter 3.4 

for a comprehensive overview of the many variations. However, their implementation is beyond the scope 
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of this current work, which has shown the feasibility of using the MC-LMS for the real-time decomposition 

of the pressure fields into its backward and forward traveling wave basis and discussed its advantages in 

the suggested form. 

 

Fig. 16 – (color online) MC-LMS interpolated modal TWR maps, based on the modal TWR contour of 

Fig. 15, color represents the modal TWRn values: Blue – 0. Red – 1. (a) – The 2nd mode, (b) The 3rd mode. 

8. Conclusions 

 It has been demonstrated that the modal TWR is an effective measure to assess the quality of modal 

decomposition in the case of an acoustical wave tube. It allows one to understand the wave dynamics 

better, and it enables one to precisely control the desired propagation pattern by tuning the modal TWR 

using a secondary transducer. The prospect of using the MC-LMS for a real-time decomposition and 

identification of the modal amplitudes and the modal TWR was demonstrated experimentally with good 

agreement to simulation and models.  

 The importance of including all dominant modes and neglecting others was shown to improve the 

accuracy and reduce the sensitivity to model uncertainties of the identified modes. The number of modes 

one should include in the propagation model can be determined using the proposed sensitivity analysis 

resembling the L-curve method. Methods that do not depend on the full dispersion model, i.e., the number 

of propagating modes and their wavenumbers, as the synchronous demodulation, require convoluted signal 

processing analysis and subject to sampling criteria. Thus, model-based methods are preferable in many 
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cases. This is true, especially if one can rely on analytical models or combined analytical and experimental 

ones for the derivation of the dispersion model.  

 The MC-LMS has a slower convergence rate compared to the MC-RLS. Still, it is favorable in most 

cases since it is easy to implement and required a low computational effort. The MC-LMS’s merit becomes 

more notable when noise is introduced to the system.  

 Hybrid methods like the synchronous demodulation – MC-LMS are a viable option; the first is effective 

to decompose the temporal harmonics by using time Fourier analysis, the second to decompose the spatial 

harmonics by using a model-based approach.   

 Standardized methods to conduct NDT of acoustical properties that use a two-microphone impedance 

tube and considers a single mode in their physical models are bound to have a biased estimation. As shown 

in the error analysis (section 4.1.1), these method’s accuracy can be enhanced by accounting for the 

additional modes and using multichannel wave decomposition. 

 

Appendix A – Equation (28) nomenclature full form 
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Appendix B– Error analysis for a single-mode and two sensors 

Following the discussion of section 4.1.1, the case of a two-microphone (rigid) impedance tube model is 

shown here, and similarities to classical works of [50–52] are drawn. 

The model matrix, M, in this case, is given by: 

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1 2 1 2

1 2 1 2

cos 0 0 sin

0 cos sin 0

cos 0 0 sin

0 cos sin 0

k z k z

k z k z

k z k z

k z k z

 
 
 =
 
 
 

M . (B.1) 

Its singular values are: 

11,2 3 1,41 cos , 1 cosk z k z  = +− = 
, (B.2) 

and its condition number is given by 
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Therefore, the condition number tends to infinity whenever  

1

,
2

z n n n
k

 
 = = 

. (B.4) 

where 𝜆 = 2𝜋/𝑘 is the wavelength.  

 It should be mentioned that sensor spacing Δ𝑧 > 𝜆/2 can still render (B.3) unity and is useful when 𝑘1is 

known in advance. 

To conclude, the suggested formulation has recovered the classical results stated in [50–52] for the two-

microphone impedance tube while allowing one to check the sensitivity of sensor positioning in the case 

of multichannel sampling.  
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Appendix C – The multichannel recursive-least-squares algorithm [37 Eq. 

(23)–(25)] 

1. Estimate error: 

1r r r r−= −α p H W
,  (C.1) 

2. compute the RLS gain vector: 

( )
1

1 1

T T

r r r S r r r
−

− −= +K P H I H P H
, (C.2) 

3. update weight vector and information matrix: 

1r r r r−= +W W K α
,  (C.3) 

( )1

4 1

1
r N r r r



−

−= −P I K H P
,  (C.4) 

where IS and I4N denote the S S and 4 4N N  identity matrix. 

Appendix D – The multichannel least-mean-squares algorithm [37 Eq. (11)–

(13)] 

1. Estimate the equation error: 

1r r r r−= −α p H W
, (D.1) 

2. update weight vector: 

1

0

T

r r r r


−= +W W H α

Η . (D.2) 
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